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 Use for a live Zoom/Teams lesson
Assess prior knowledge or introduce a new topic
As a class based activity /lesson
An educational 'treat lesson' for your students.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Each quiz includes a variety of rounds ranging from: matching
round, photo round, designing round, word search, and much
more…

Ideally students should be arranged into teams of 3-5 students.
Answers are given after the 10 rounds of questions have been
completed.

format of our quizzes

How can A QUIZ BE UTILISED?

EVERY QUIZ HAS 53 QUESTIONS, ACROSS 10

ROUNDS, CONTAINED IN A 31 SLIDE POWERPOINT 

BLANK STUDENT SHEET QUIZ CERTIFICATES 
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Set of retrieval activities 
Fun way to revise a topic
Allow for differentiation
Copy, cut and laminate – use over and over again 
Versatile

HOW are they useful? 

WHAT DOES EACH SET INCLUDE?
  4 READY TO PRINT PUZZLES  

STUDENT PLACE HOLDERS 4 TEACHER ANSWER SHEETS

Stage 1
a. Print out answer sheet 
b. Print out one copy of the student tarsia puzzle sheet
for each student / team

Stage 2
Students cut up the tarsia puzzle into individual pieces  

Stage 3
Students try to solve the tarsia puzzle by piecing it
together correctly
(Optional: Use the puzzle template sheet)

Alternate Option 

This option requires no printing.
Students open the tarsia puzzle PowerPoint on
their computer and are able to drag & drop to
solve it digitally
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Set of retrieval activities 
Motivating for students
Bitesize tasks 
Fun way to revise a topic
Allow for differentiation
Copy, cut and laminate – use over and over again 
Versatile and can be used in many different ways

WHY are they useful? 

These cards are perfect as an extension task, starter or plenary, or as a
means of testing knowledge upon completion of a unit. 
For a short task (extension/starter/plenary), you can simply give students
one or two cards  according to the students' level or based on topics which
may need improvement. 
For an end of unit, you could hand the cards out to different groups and
have them switch the cards after a certain period of time (e.g. one group
gets multiple choice, one group gets spot the mistakes, one group gets
photocards, etc.).

Use in pairs or table groups
Use as a whole class activity
Use for homework
Fact hunt – treasure hunt scavenger task
Use as quick extension or AFL activities 

How can you use them?

 24 INDIVIDUAL CARDS FORM EACH SET  

BLANK STUDENT SHEET

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET
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We have a unique approach to learning and believe that
education can both be fun and informative.

INTERACTIVE TRACKER POWERPOINT

Our Escape Rooms follow a detective theme where students will
have 1 hour to solve 7 different types of puzzles based around a
central topic. They will also have to answer a series of bonus
questions testing their theory and subject knowledge to the max!

Why CRE8TIVE
RESOURCES?

We specialise in wellbeing and mental health resources for
secondary students

We give you everything in editable format so you have the
tools to make your own versions in the future

We use practicing Heads of Department and teachers to
design all of our resources

One-time payment: no annual subscription fees/no hidden
charges/no incremental costs for number of users

We provide discounts for SEMH & PRU schools, and those
with a roll of less than 100 students

We re-invest our profits in supporting SEMH, PRU’s, NQT’s
and continually expanding our product range

How do i get started?

School Purchase Orders (Request an invoice)
Debit, Credit or Paypal Payments (Visit our Website!)
Cheques (payable to Cre8tive Resources)
BACS 

Instant digital download (Via We Transfer) 
USB via Royal Mail (£10 P&P applicable) - Requests only 

Receive your package as:

Simply purchase this package through: 

Please note:

This product will only be allowed to be used by yourself and the
teachers within your school. Please see our website for full T&Cs.

Students will receive a piece of evidence to help solve
each mystery.  We provide six sets for up to six teams

Teams will race one another via an interactive PowerPoint,
which keeps the competitive nature on display

ROOMS AND PUZZLES

EVIDENCE KEYS

DETECTIVE SHEETS

Teams can record codes and answers clues as they
progress through the 7 rooms

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET

Quickly confirm to teams they have solved the puzzle correctly

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions of how to set up the escape room, what to
print, and top tips and shortcuts

SUCCESSFUL ESCAPE CERTIFICATES

For those that complete the entire challenge

BONUS ESCAPE PUZZLE

A difficult bonus escape is included for any quick teams
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